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The Politics of Musical Identity Routledge aesthetics, criticism and theory can be
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in understood only against the backdrop of a
France were witness to dramatic changes in dynamic cultural milieu.Contributors:
all aspects of social and cultural life. During Claude V. Palisca, Jane R. Stevens, Louis E.
this era, a new and modern spirit of critical Auld, Gloria Flaherty, Robert M.
inquiry arose, a change in ethos that had a Isherwood, Albert Cohen, Barbara Russano
major effect on all the arts. French Musical Hanning, David Allen Duncan, Charles Dill,
Thought, 1600-1800 is a diverse collection Georgia Cowart.
Consuming Music Indiana University
of essays offering new perspectives and
insight on musical opinion during one of the Press
most fascinating periods in French history. Simple songs or airs, in which a male
poetic voice either seduces or
The essays in this volume, the authors of
which include musicologists, historians and excoriates a female object, were an
influential vocal genre of the French
literary scholars, illuminate clearly the
Baroque era. In this comprehensive
relationship of critical thought in music to
and interdisciplinary study, Catherine
contemporary developments in philosophy, Gordon-Seifert analyzes the style of
art, literature and politics. In the final
airs, which was based on rhetorical
analysis, scholars contend that music
devices of lyric poetry, and explores
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the function and meaning of airs in
French society, particularly the salons.
She shows how airs deployed in both
text and music an encoded language
that was in sensuous contrast to polite
society's cultivation of chaste love,
strict gender roles, and restrained
discourse.

an American incarnation), Lili and Nadia
Boulanger, William Grant Still, and
Aaron Copland, and with performers
such as Wanda Landowska and even
Marilyn Monroe. Ranging in context from
the opera house through the concert hall
to the salon, and from establishment
cultures to counter-cultural products, the
Music and the Origins of Language
main focus is how music permits new
Cambridge University Press
ways of considering issues of
This volume explores the way in which
nationality, class, race, and gender.
composers, performers, and critics
These essays - three presented for the
shaped individual and collective
first time in English translation - reflect
identities in music from Europe and the
the work in both musical and cultural
United States from the 1860s to the
studies of a distinguished scholar whose
1950s. Selected essays and articles
international career spans the Atlantic
engage with works and their reception
and beyond.
by Richard Wagner, Georges Bizet (in
The Musical World. Routledge
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The first full-length treatment of the operatic
querelles in eighteenth-century France, placing
individual querelles in historical context and
tracing common themes of authority, national
prestige and the power of music over popular
sentiment.
Le Guide Musical Routledge
Recent scholarship has offered a
veritable landslide of studies
about early modern women,
illuminating them as writers,
thinkers, midwives, mothers, in
convents, at home, and as rulers.
Musical Voices of Early Modern
Women adds to the mix of early
modern studies a volume that
correlates women's musical
endeavors to their lives,
addressing early modern women's
musical activities across a broad

spectrum of cultural events and
settings. The volume takes as its
premise the notion that while women
may have been squeezed to
participate in music through
narrower doors than their male
peers, they nevertheless did so
with enthusiasm, diligence, and
success. They were there in many
ways, but as women's lives were
fundamentally different and more
private than men's were, their
strategies, tools, and appearances
were sometimes also different and
thus often unstudied in an
historical discipline that
primarily evaluated men's
productivity. Given that, many of
these stories will not necessarily
embrace a standard musical
repertoire, even as they seek to
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expand canonical borders. The
musical tastes, and for enhancing
contributors to this collection
the quality of their lives. Some
explore the possibility of a larger women performed publicly, and thus
musical culture which included
some articles examine how this
women as well as men, by examining impacted on their lives and
early modern women in "many-headed families. Other contributors
ways" through the lens of musical inquire about the economics of
production. They look at how women music and women, and how in
composed, assuming that
different situations some women may
compositional gender strategies may have been financially empowered or
have been used differently when
even in control of their own moneyapplied through her vision; how
making. This collection offers a
women were composed, or represented glimpse at women from home, stage,
and interpreted through music in a work, and convent, from many
larger cultural context, and how
classes and from culturally diverse
her presence in that dialog
countries - including France,
situated her in social space.
Spain, Italy, England, Austria,
Contributors also trace how women Russia, and Mexico - and imagines a
found music as a means for
musical history centered in the
communicating, for establishing
realities of those lives.
intellectual power, for generating Catalogue of Early Books on
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Music (before 1800) Springer
This volume, in the series
Cambridge Readings in the
Literature of Music, is an
anthology of original German,
French and English writings
from the period 1851-1912.
Throughout the second half of
the nineteenth century music
continued to be a subject to
which philosophers,
psychologists, scientists and
critics repeatedly addressed
themselves. Some of the
philosophical approaches
followed the tradition of the
German speculative philosophy
of the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries.
Elsewhere the new 'scientific'
climate of the nineteenth
century left its mark on the
work of scientists and
psychologists interested in
the impact of acoustical
stimuli on the human mind or
in the role of music and song
in the prehistory of mankind.
Music and Esotericism Boydell &
Brewer
This book provides a
multifaceted view on the
relation between the old and
the new in music, between
tradition and innovation. This
is a much-debated issue,
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generating various ideas and
mostly addressed to researchers,
theories, which rarely come to
it can also be recommended to
unanimous conclusions.
students in musicology,
Therefore, the book offers
ethnomusicology, musical
diverse perspectives on topics
performance, and musical
such as national identities,
semiotics.
narrative strategies, the
Music in European Thought
question of musical performance 1851-1912 London & Toronto :
and musical meaning. Alongside
J. M. Dent & sons, Limited
themes of general interest, such This collection of nine
as classical repertoire, the
essays investigates the
music of well-established
consumption of music during
composers and musical topics,
the long eighteenth century,
the chapters of the book also
providing insights into the
touch on specific, but equally
activities of composers,
interesting subjects, like
performers, patrons,
Brazilian traditions, Serbian
publishers, theorists,
and Romanian composers and the
impresarios, and critics.
lullaby. While the book is
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Music and the Language of Love
University Rochester Press
French Music Since Berlioz
explores key developments in
French classical music during the
nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. This volume draws on
the expertise of a range of French
music scholars who provide their
own perspectives on particular
aspects of the subject. D dre
Donnellon's introduction discusses
important issues and debates in
French classical music of the
period, highlights key figures and
institutions, and provides a
context for the chapters that
follow. The first two of these are
concerned with opera in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries
respectively, addressed by Thomas

Cooper for the nineteenth century
and Richard Langham Smith for the
twentieth. Timothy Jones's chapter
follows, which assesses the French
contribution to those most Germanic
of genres, nineteenth-century
chamber music and symphonies. The
quintessentially French tradition
of the nineteenth-century salon is
the subject of James Ross's
chapter, while the more sacred
setting of Paris's most musically
significant churches and the
contribution of their organists is
the focus of Nigel Simeone's essay.
The transition from the nineteenth
to the twentieth century is
explored by Roy Howat through a
detailed look at four leading
figures of this time: Faur
Chabrier, Debussy and Ravel. Robert
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Orledge follows with a later group L'esprit musical Oxford University
of composers, Satie & Les Six, and Press
examines the role of the media in First Published in 1997. Routledge
promoting French music. The 1930s, is an imprint of Taylor & Francis,
and in particular the composers
an informa company.
associated with Jeune France, are The Quarterly Musical Magazine and
discussed by Deborah Mawer, while Review Cambridge University Press
Caroline Potter investigates
At the same time, Sand's musical
Parisian musical life during the
referencing techniques afford a
Second World War. The book closes culturally based method for
with two chapters that bring us to looking at French society and the
the present day. Peter O'Hagan
need for a humanist reform, all
surveys the enormous contribution the while exploring feminist
to French music of Pierre Boulez, statements, narrative strategies,
and Caroline Potter examines trends love plots, and questions of
since 1945. Aimed at teachers and communication, language, and
students of French music history, nationhood."--BOOK JACKET.
as well as performers and the
The Musical World Routledge
inquisitive concert- and operaEmerging Solutions for Musical
goer, French Music Since Berlioz is arts Education in South Africa
an essential companion for an
offers peer-reviewed articles
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prepared for the 2003 Conference of the African continent. While the
the Pan African Society for Musical individual voice has been given its
Arts Education in Africa held in
rightful place, the collective
Kisumu, Maseno, Kenya. Not only
voice represents an emergent song
does this publication voice the
composed by the scholarly community
solutions offered by 31 authors
in oral fashion. This publication
from the African continent and
provides insight into the problems
beyond, but it presents in a unique of musical arts education in
and highly accessible fashion the Africa; and solutions for musical
collective voice of the conference arts education.
participants. True to the spirit of French Musical Thought,
ubuntu - an individual is only a
1600-1800 Routledge
person through other people (their Since its emergence in
communities) - this publication is sixteenth-century Germany, the
a reflection of the essence of an magician Faust's quest has
overarching sub-Saharan philosophy;
become one of the most profound
the contents represents a
themes in Western history.
conference where papers were not
Though variants are found
presented, but where conference
across all media, few
participants engaged to discuss
solutions for the musical arts on adaptations have met with
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greater acclaim than in music.
theater. Illustrating the
Bringing together more than two interdisciplinary relationships
dozen authors in a foundational between music and literature and
volume, The Oxford Handbook of
the fascinating tapestry of
Faust in Music testifies to the intertextual relationships among
spectacular impact the Faust
the works of Faustian music
theme has exerted over the
themselves, the volume suggests
centuries. The Handbook's three- that rather than merely
part organization enables
retelling the story of Faust,
readers to follow the evolution these musical compositions
of Faust in music across time
contribute significant insights
and stylistic periods. Part I
on the tale and its unrivalled
explores symphonic, choral,
cultural impact.
chamber, and solo Faust works by Les Cahiers d'un Mammifère Oxford
University Press
composers from Beethoven to
Schnittke. Part II discusses the This book analyzes the
relationships that exist between
range of Faustian operas, and
esotericism and music from
Part III examines Faust's
Antiquity to the 20th century,
presence in ballet and musical
investigating ways in which magic,
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astrology, alchemy, divination, and gathered for musical events,
cabbala interact with music. Ce
and musicians have served as
livre offre un panorama des
national representatives.
relations entre l’ésotérisme et la
Whatever political unit is
musique de l’Antiquité au 20ème
siècle et montre comment la magie, under consideration (citystates, empires, nationl’astrologie, l’alchimie, la
divination et la cabale
states), music has proven to
interagissent avec l’art et la
be a component of diplomacy,
science des sons.

Musical Constructions of
Nationalism Routledge
This volume explores the
interrelation of
international relations,
music, and diplomacy from a
multidisciplinary
perspective. Throughout
history, diplomats have

its ceremonies, and its
strategies. Following the
recent acoustic turn in IR
theory, the authors explore
the notion of “musical
diplomacies” and ask whether
and how it differs from other
types of cultural diplomacy.
Accordingly, sounds and voices
are dealt with in acoustic
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terms but are not restricted how music had begun a change of
to music per se, also taking paradigm, moving from a culture
into consideration the voices centred on the note to a culture of
sound. Each chapter follows a
(speech) of musicians in the chronological progression and is
international arena. Read an illustrated with numerous musical
interview with the editors
examples. The chapters are composed
here: https://www.sciencespo.f of six parallel histories: timbre,
r/ceri/en/content/internationa which became a central category for
l-relations-music-and-diplomac musical composition; noise and the
exploration of its musical
y-sounds-and-voicespotential; listening, the awareness
international-stage
of which opens to the generality of
International Who's who in Music
and Musical Gazetteer BRILL
From Music to Sound is an
examination of the six musical
histories whose convergence
produces the emergence of sound,
offering a plural, original
history of new music and showing

sound; deeper and deeper immersion
in sound; the substitution of
composing the sound for composing
with sounds; and space, which is
progressively viewed as composable.
The book proposes a global
overview, one of the first of its
kind, since its ambition is to
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systematically delimit the
Portal.
emergence of sound. Both well-known Emerging Solutions for Musical
and lesser-known works and
Arts Education in Africa Cork
composers are analysed in detail; University Press
from Debussy to contemporary music The search for the origins of
in the early twenty-first century; language was one of the most
from rock to electronica; from the pressing philosophical issues of
sound objects of the earliest
the eighteenth century. What has
musique concrète to current
often escaped notice, however, is
electroacoustic music; from the
the fact that music figures
Poème électronique of Le Corbusier- prominently in this search. This
Varèse-Xenakis to the most recent study analyses instances of
inter-arts attempts. Covering
thinking or reasoning about music
theory, analysis and aesthetics,
and music theory as they appear
From Music to Sound will be of
within the logical and narrative
great interest to scholars,
structure of contemporary texts,
professionals and students of
including writings by Rousseau,
Music, Musicology, Sound Studies
Diderot, Rameau and Condillac.
and Sonic Arts. Supporting musical These can only be properly
examples can be accessed via the
understood as part of an
online Routledge Music Research
interdisciplinary project, as
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situated within a field of larger music, from the opposing claims for
cultural issues and concerns. The superiority of the early nineteenth
author is interested in the ways in century, to the emergence of the
which music functions within this concept of synesthesia around 1900.
discursive framework to facilitate Finding List for the Music
links between language and meaning, Library. 1909 Editions
and between conceptions of an
l'Escalier
original society and an ideal
In an era of heightened
social order.
patriotic fervor following
A Dictionary of Modern Music and
France's defeat in the FrancoMusicians Springer Nature
Introducing the concept of music
Prussian War, Parisians
and painting as 'rival sisters'
packed concert halls to hear
during the nineteenth century,
performances of Handel's
this interdisciplinary collection
explores the productive exchange - oratorios and Bach's organ
works. At the same time, both
from rivalry to inspiration to
royalists and republicans
collaboration - between the two
media in the age of Romanticism
called for the re-evaluation
and Modernism. The volume traces
of the once detested musique
the relationship between art and
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fran?aise of the ancien
witnesses reveal how dissent
r?gime. Musicologist Katharine could run along social,
Ellis examines these unlikely religious and political lines,
aspects of cultural life in
and why certain genres became
the new Republic as part of a idealized while others were
broader study of the early
disparaged. After providing an
music revival in nineteenth- overview of trends and
century France. This revival contexts throughout the
gives us a vivid sense of how century, Ellis examines
music's cultural meanings were specific repertoires that
contested, distilled into
evoked unusually spirited
dominant visions, and then
advocacy and debate. She
often revised. Peppering the explores the attempts to
century are famous fakes,
revive French Baroque stage
pastiches and other creative music in the 1870s; arguments
negotiations between past and on the appropriateness of
present. Descriptions of these Palestrina's liturgical music;
phenomena by contemporary
the reception of Bach and
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Handel, and their relation to professional music-making;
French choral activity; and, working-class, aristocratic
finally, musical "Frenchness." and bourgeois cultural life;
Four case-study chapters focus national pride; religious
on key debates and repertories politics; and ritual, both
stretching from Adam de la
liturgical and secular. Based
Halle to Rameau, via Josquin, on extensive primary research
Janequin, Palestrina, Bach and in Paris and the French
Handel. Interpreting the
regions, Interpreting the
Musical Past discusses what is Musical Past is at once a
at stake in the construction history of culture, of
of a musical heritage, and how reception, and of
ideology informs musical value historiography. Covering five
judgements. In its focus on
centuries of music (from the
the nature of musical
mid-thirteenth to the midexperience and the meaning of eighteenth centuries) and a
music in society, the book
century of French history, it
explores amateur and
explains long-term changes of
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cultural meaning while
celebrating the richness of
local detail. This study of
musical revivalism offers a
penetrating analysis of what
lies at the heart of the
construction, championing, and
development of a musical
cultural memory.
"Rival Sisters, Art and Music
at the Birth of Modernism,
1815?915 " African Minds
This book forms a conceptual
account of the relationship
between music and poetry in
the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.
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